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HONDURAS: A FIVE
STARS COUNTRY
Honduras, long overlooked in
favor of the larger economies
of its neighbors, may be finally
coming into its own, with
a
growing
export-oriented
maquiladora sector, the largest
and safest port in Central
America, and a competitive
agricultural
export
sector
based on coffee, bananas, and
shrimp. As a result, Honduras
has surpassed its neighbors to
become the fastest growing
economy in Central America in
2018, growing at 3.7% over the
past year and with expected
GDP growth of 4.0% in 2019
according to the Secretary
of Economic Development.
In 2018, the country brought
in US $1.25 billion in foreign
direct investment. Although
agriculture has traditionally
been the country’s economic
base, the maquiladora sector
continues to grow in importance
both for FDI and job creation.
In 2019, the sector is expected
to bring in US $300 million and
provide 18,000 jobs.
Honduras’s growth has not
been without challenges. The
country has made international
headlines in recent years for
the migrant caravans that have
left the country due to high
levels of insecurity. However,
in recent years the country has
made significant progress in
reducing crime and increasing
employment. According to
Peter Fleming, Director of Plan
20/20, the country’s economic
development program, the
country has reduced its homicide
rate by more than half in recent
years (from 96 to 40 per 100,000
inhabitants) and has increased
employment, creating 50,000
new jobs in 2017 and 90,000 new
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jobs in 2018, with unemployment
falling from 6.7% to 5.7%.
Another
important
factor
in
Honduras’s
accelerating
economic growth has been the
return of confidence among
Honduran investors. In 2018,
the Honduran private sector
invested US $1.8 billion in the
country, accounting for 60% of
all economic investment. As
Fleming explains, “Honduran
private
companies
are
reinvesting in the country,
and that provides certainty to
international investors. If local
businesspeople are making
such sizeable investments in

the country, it is because
there is an opportunity to
do business, invest, and find
partners here.”
One of the challenges now
for Honduras is to diversify
commercial ties. The United
States is still by far the
country’s
largest
trade
partner,
accounting
for
58% of exports and 36%
of imports. According to
Fleming, Honduras is working
to increase trade with Mexico,
Taiwan, and South Korea,
having recently signed a trade
agreement with the latter
country.
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of the population has access to
4G mobile internet and 65% has
access to 3G.
One of the largest players in the
sector has been Tigo Honduras
(owned by the multinational
Millicom which operates mobile
networks across Latin America
and Africa). Tigo arrived in
Honduras in 1996 and, as

are the leaders in mobile phone
market share in Honduras.
We are present in the cable
sector and our goal is to build
‘digital highways’ that will
connect people and develop
communities.” Benedit considers
the current rates of mobile access,
where 85% of the population
has access to 2G, 65% to 3G,

their CEO Santiago Benedit
explains, they have played a
major role in democratizing
access to telecommunication
in Honduras over the past 23
years. According to Benedit “the
92% mobile phone penetration
that we see today in Honduras
has been possible in because
Tigo Honduras launched in this
market and democratized it. We

and 50% to 4G to be a success
in particular for Tigo, which has
made significant investments in
expanding the country’s wireless
access. According to Benedit
the investment and growth in
Honduras’ mobile network “will
allows u to converge with more
advanced countries.”
In recent years Tigo has invested
US $80 million annually in

Santiago Benedit
CEO
Tigo

in Honduras, with private
companies dominating the
market and greatly increasing
penetration. Meanwhile, the
fixed telephone line segment,
which remains dominated by
state operator Hondutel has
steadily contracted over the past
decade. Nearly 80% of fixed
lines are operated by Hondutel,
but the number of fixed
telephone lines has fallen from
nearly 670,000 in 2010 to just
over 490,000 in 2016. Access

“The mobile phone sector has been the main
driver of telecommunications growth in
Honduras”
the overall economy grew by
4.8%.
The mobile phone sector
has been the main driver of
telecommunications
growth
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Positioning Honduras As The Logistics Hub For The Region

OPENING A WORLD OF
OPPORTUNITIES FOR HONDURANS

The telecommunications sector
in Honduras has seen steady
growth since it was opened
up to private companies in
the mid-1990s, and the sector
has been an important draw
for international investment
in
Honduras.
In
2017,
telecommunications accounted
for 15% of FDI, and over the
past two decades, international
telecommunications
giants
Millicom and América Móvil
have invested hundreds of
millions of dollars in the
country’s telecommunications
sector. As a result, mobile
phone penetration has kept
pace with larger neighbors;
92% of Hondurans have cell
phones compared with 93%
of Mexicans. The sector has
generally grown at pace with
GDP growth, although in 2017, it
fell slightly behind overall GDP
growth, growing at 3.9%, while
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Opening A World Of Opportunities For Hondurans

to service also remains unequal
across the country. Just under
2.5% of the population has
access to landline high-speed
internet although around 50%
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Honduras, representing 6% of
all FDI and making it the largest
single foreign investor in the
country. In Honduras, Tigo now
has 2,500 employees and for
each direct job, the company
estimates it has created 8.4
indirect jobs. Tigo is also proud
that nearly half of its employees
in Honduras are women. As
Benedit explains, the company
has played an important
role in increasing access to
communications services for
Hondurans. “We have more than

600,000 homes connected with
fiberoptic cable. Additionally,
we provide satellite service to
areas that can’t receive cable
connections.” Tigo is also
investing in building a Tier III
Data Center in Honduras, which
the company says will be a
reference throughout Central
America and Latin America.
Benedit explains that the data
center is part of a strategy to
bring in more corporate clients
and attract more multinational
corporations to Honduras.

Honduras’s
agricultural
and industrial sector has
undergone a transformation in
recent decades. Once a leader
simply in the production of
primary products like bananas
and coffee, Honduras now
has an increasingly strong
manufacturing sector, including
many maquiladoras located in
the Puerto Cortes region that
produce textiles and apparel for
export. Within the agricultural
sector, the country has also
been moving up the value
chain, with a greater number
of manufacturers of processed
foods, and agricultural products.
Honduran
producers
have
benefited from a growing
number of trade agreements,
including CAFTA and the recent
agreement between Central
America and Korea.
The country has also diversified
its primary crops, producing
now watermelons, cantaloupes,
tomatoes, cucumber, pineapples,
mangoes, and palm oil.
Moreover Honduran producers
have seen an opportunity in
non-traditional crops, which are
growing in demand. Honduras
now produces cashew nuts,
Asian
vegetables,
orange
concentrate, and tropical fruits,

Ing. José Roberto Moncada
President
GLODIS

Honduran GDP and accounts
for over 66% of exports. This
sector employs the majority of
the population and is the one
with the highest growth rate in
the country, 4%, higher than any
other country in Central America.
According to the Central Bank
of Honduras in the first quarter
of 2018, the agriculture sector
represented 18.2% of the
country’s exports and 56.8%
were for the agroindustrial sector.
This added a total of US $954.4
million to the economy. This
exports were sent to countries
in the region, like Nicaragua,
Guatemala, and Costa Rica, and
also to further destinations like
United States, Taiwan, Spain,
Sweden and South Korea.
These efforts have been possible
thanks to the collaboration
of the local government with
farmers and exporters. The
Secretary of Agriculture has
implemented diverse programs

“The country has also been moving up
the value chain, with a greater number of
manufacturers of processed foods, and
agricultural products”
such as guavas.
With diversification comes
growth. According to the
trade and investment agency,
ProHonduras, the agroindustrial
sector represents 45% of the

to help farmers produce the right
crops with the right methods.
“We conclude that the model
we want to efficiently execute
in the next four years is an
integrative model. This means

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

The company has also played
an important role in spreading
access to financial services with
its system Tigo Money, which
allows users to make financial
transactions on their phones and
make deposits and withdrawals
at 5000 locations throughout
the
country.
Authorities
estimate that fewer than 50%
of Hondurans have access to
traditional bank accounts. Tigo
introduced the mobile money
concept, popular in many
African countries, to Honduras
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and has led the market helping
unbanked Honduras get access
to financial services.
The company also has a strong
social responsibility program
in Honduras, where the “Tigo
te conecta” program has given
more than 500 educational
institutions free internet access,
benefiting 270,000 people
nationwide. The program also
provides training and education
on onine security for students,
parents, and teachers.

INDUSTRY

supporting rural families and
helping them specialize with
technical assistance in a given
crop and creating sufficient
growing areas. Then we bring an
investor, who can integrate the
production, adding value and
helping them export to different
countries, explains Mauricio
Guevara, Minister of Agriculture.
With this model, the Ministry
of Agriculture has helped with
research and development
create better crops, like
fortified cassava, beans and
corn. One of the main goals
for this administration is to
create an incubator that helps
farmers develop knowledge so
they can meet international
standards, and connects them
with potential investors and
clients. Also the Ministry has
contributed with bonds that

the measurement challenge
for
excellent
government
performance.
There are several points of
improvement in which the
government should work to
attract
investments,
such
as;
decrease
bureaucracy

“The country shifts from being a simple
producer of primary agricultural products to a
producer of manufactured goods both for the
domestic market and for export”
allow farmers produce at lower
costs. Moreover they have
identified the products that
have the potential to boost the
national economy. Currently they
are in the process of obtaining
certifications that allow farmers
to export palm oil to market in
Europe. With the diversification
of exports, they have found in
the Asian market potential to
export melons, sesame seeds,
dragon fruit and cashews. There
are now investors from Taiwan
working the fields of the south
of Honduras alongside local
farmers.
Due to this growth in demand
for Honduran produce, the
agricultural sector has become
more sophisticated and modern.
This has been possible thanks
to the support granted by local
banks via credit and financing.
Banrural, Banco Atlántida and
Occidental are some of the
banks that have granted credits
to local producers.
Honduras has many competitive
advantages at a regional level
according to assessments made
by the World Economic Forum;
There is a very strong financial
market,
macroeconomic
stability
and
excellent
cooperation between employers
and workers. The indicators
observed by the International
Monetary Fund and the InterAmerican Development Bank
have shown that the country has
the highest economic growth in
Latin America, in 2017 it was
4.8%, inflation was low at 4%,
and international reserves for
5.3 months of imports. The
objective for the development
according to the World Bank
is to reach a growth of 6% in a
period of 10 years, that will be

and procedures, improve tax
conditions for companies, fight
corruption
and
strengthen
institutions.
Fundidora del Norte, the
leading company in agricultural
machinery in Honduras, has
partnered with Banrural and
Banco Atlántida to provide
financing to farmers. Fundidora
has a history of over 50 years
starting with manufacturing
of coffee pulpers, corn and
sugarcane mills. Now the
company
represents,
sells
and distributes exclusively for
international brands that allow
local farmers to work the land
with modern technology. It has
also developed its own lines of
equipment that it manufactures
in India and Colombia.
“Since
this
government
entered 5 years ago, Banrural
began operating in Honduras,
encouraging other banks to open
up to agriculture, generating
competition. This has helped
Occidental and Atlántida to start
giving credits for the agriculture,
greatly improving the sector.
Moreover legal certainty has
improved a lot which generates
confidence to invest and grow.”,
said Gabriel Saybe, General
Manager of Fundidora del Norte.
Now the company is preparing
to launch its own credit card
in a partnership with Banrural.
The card will grant special
benefits to its customers, such
as payment plans and bonuses.
Mr. Saybe recognizes that
agribusiness is tough and the
best way to continue growing is
by supporting the farmers.
This strategy has contributed to
the wide presence of the company
in Honduras, with 7 locations, a
staff composed by salespeople
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Lic. Gabriel Saybe
General Manager
Fundidora del Norte

and technicians, and a logistics
network that ensures fast
delivery to the customer. They
have a large transport fleet that
guarantees that its customers
receive their equipment on time,
accommodating each one in
the most appropriate means of
transport. Also, the company
has focused on a high quality
service, following up with their
customers after sales, ensuring
that they can get the highest
benefit from their machinery

sector is Moncatex. Moncatex
is a 100% Honduran company
that was created to promote
exports and the development
of agribusiness in the country.
Although the company originally
focused on flowers, since 2011
it has focused on the livestock
and dairy sector. Moncatex now
offers the agricultural sector a
range of supplies and services,
such as bovine genetics for meat
and milk, milking machines,
irrigation systems for pastures,
electronic scales, electric fences,
vertical mixers, and nutritional
systems for livestock.
José Roberto Moncada, President
of Moncatex and Glodis, has
had an important role of the
promotion of the agricultural
industry overseas. “We have
alliances with strong companies
that want to invest in Honduras
and need to have a foothold
here in our market, and that
foothold is us. In fact, we have
always done this on a greater
or lesser scale, because several

“There is potential in Honduras for supplying
organic products to American customers.”
and supporting them with
maintenance and real time
response. Fundidora del Norte
has a growth of 30-40% every
year, consolidating the company
in the country and also in the
region.
Saybe mentioned that there
is potential in Honduras for
supplying
organic
produce
to American customers. He
believes that traditional crops
can continue to satisfy local
consumers, but if farmers
diversify their production, there
will be opportunity to grow in
other markets.
Another leader in the agribusiness

companies have reached out to
us to precisely enter our market.”,
he said. Moncatex has alliances
with American companies which
it represents in Honduras. At the
same time, it offers support to
producers and supports them
with non-traditional products
in order to compete in the
international market. According
to Moncada the company has
grown 182% since 2011.
The company has presence in
Nicaragua and is looking to
consolidate in that market,
due to the importance of the
agricultural sector for that
country’s economy. Glodis, its
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Sandy Andonie
General Manager
Indecasa

filial, is a logistics company
that is looking to consolidate
in Guatemala and El Salvador,
thanks to recent agreements
that have made trade easier in
the Central American region.
While Honduras has long had
a strong agricultural sector
in terms of the production
of primary goods, Indecasa
is an important example of

the transformation currently
underway in Honduras, as the
country shifts from being a
simple producer of primary
agricultural products to a
producer of manufactured goods
both for the domestic market
and for export. The company
was founded in 1985 in Choloma,
but has now expanded with
locations in all of Honduras’
major cities. As General Manager
Sady Andonie explains, “we now
are the largest purchaser of rice,
flour, and corn in the country.
We buy it, turn it into a finish
product and send from the
countryside to the city.” Andonie
says that the government has
played an important role in
helping his company to expand
during the past five years.
“The business community is
working hand in hand with the
government,” he says, “they
put the money and we put the
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Dr. Miguel Mauricio Zelaya
General Manager
Interplast

labor, the equipment, and also
our own money. All of this has
shown results in the agricultural
sector.” As a result, the company
has been able to create 650 jobs
across the country. Andonie also
says that free trade agreements
have played an important role
in allowing his company to be
more efficient in sourcing its
raw materials for production.
“The FTC with the United States
has generated a lot of growth,”
he says, adding that “these
agreements allow us to import
raw materials to transform
into finished products that
can be brought to the tables
of Honduran and Central
American families. The free
trade agreements have allowed
us to provide better prices to our
clients.” Andonie says that his
goal for the future is to expand
the company and its brand to
the rest of Central America. “For
the past three years we have
been in Nicaragua with a plant
where we have our own rice mill,
silos, and a dryer.”
Another leading company in
the food industry is Oso Polar.
Oso Polar has been one of the
traditional companies of the
country that has been in the
market for over 70 years. The
company started operations
in 1948 when Carmelo Rizzo
Rosito, an Italian immigrant
chose Honduras to open his
business. Oso Polar is an ice
cream manufacturer that uses
the American style of making ice
cream and that has positioned
the brand for more than seven
decades. Before opening Oso
Polar, Rizzo had a café in
Tegucigalpa called “El Jardín
de Italia”, that now is a historic
symbol of the city. After the
café, Rizzo decided to purchase
industrial
machinery
from
Europe and the United States.
This country has provided this
immigrant family numerous
opportunities and that fills with
joy and pride the company’s
President,
Carmelo
Rizzo,
grandson of Oso Polar’s founder.
Rizzo explains that the success
that his grandfather saw in
Honduras took him to other
countries in the region, such as
Guatemala, El Salvador, Costa
Rica, Panama and Ecuador,
where several brands of ice
cream founded by him still exist.
In the 50s, the economy of the
country started to transform. It
was not just about coffee and

bananas anymore. The country
was building agribusiness,
sea ports, aviation, and other
industries. This was a moment
of opportunities for everyone in
Honduras, including the Rizzo
family. Nevertheless the further
decades came with political and
economic turmoil, the political
crisis of 2009 being just the
most recent example. However
the years after brought space
for competition and growth. The
government of President Lobo
promoted the slogan “Hecho
en Casa” for products made
in Honduras, which aimed to
position local products in the
preference of consumers. This
greatly aided Oso Polar, which is
now seen as a ‘historic’ brand in
Honduras.
Rizzo expects Oso Polar
to continue growing. “Our
perspective is that we will
continue prospering in Honduras
with the expectation of being
able to export, either to the
region, with a strategic ally or by
ourselves.”, he says.
Oso Polar has been pioneer
in creating new products in
the ice cream industry. It was
the first one to manufacture
sugar-free ice cream in Central
America. The brand is certified
and promoted by the National
Institute of Diabetes.
Oso Polar is currently the most
important ice cream company
in Honduras. What motivates
the company to continue
growing, according to Rizzo, is
being able to generate more
jobs and contribute to the
economy. This industry also
brings more dynamism to
agribusiness. Honduras is the
third largest producer of milk
in the region. Rizzo believes
that the diversification of dairy
production can help Honduras
to lead the dairy industry and
agribusiness in Central America.
Although agribusiness forms an
important part of the Honduran
economy, there are other types
of industries that have grown
in the country and that now
represent an important part
of the national development.
Product
transformation,
textiles, siderurgy, and other
industrial
activities
have
contributed to the growth in
the sector. Honduras has been
working in the modernization
of its industries in the recent
years in order to add value to the
country’s productive sector. Now
international companies have
set eyes on Honduras in order
to establish manufacturing
plants and benefit from the
well consolidated maquiladora
program.
The manufacturing industry
has become the third largest
employer in Honduras. In some
areas of the country, such as
San Pedro Sula, it is the sector
that generates the largest
number of jobs, with over
160,000. Currently agriculture
and commerce hold the first two
positions in employment in the
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Carmelo Rizzo Peralta
General Manager
Oso Polar

country.
Among the industrial sub-sectors
that have potential in Honduras
are the metal transformation
industry and textile machinery
production. This represents an
important transformation for
the traditional maquiladora
system that has operated in the
country for over four decades.
The country has shifted from
the mass production of textiles
to the production of machinery
and industrial materials. This
has been possible thanks to
the connectivity of the country
with other regions through its
sea ports, among the largest in
the region. Another important
element of Honduras that allows
the growth of the productive
sector is its young population.
Around 63% of Hondurans are
under 29 years of age. This is
a segment of the population
that learns and trains fast.
The maquiladora segment is
part of the Honduras 2020
plan that integrates the most
strategic sectors of the economy
for the development of the
country. Maquiladora, together
with manufacture, tourism,
construction and agribusiness
are expected to create over
600,000 jobs,
An
important
Honduran
actor in the productive sector
is Interplast. The company
started operations in 1998
in Tegucigalpa. Interplast is
focused on manufacturing
polyethylene packaging of low
and high density and serves
the consumer and industrial
segments.
“Interplast is a growing company
and we are the main reference
in the domestic market in the
central, eastern and southern
parts of Honduras. Our main
customers pack foods that
export to the United States
and Europe, so the material
technology is high. We use
the latest developments in
plastic resins in the US to meet
the quality requirements and
international standards.”, said
Miguel Zelaya, General Manager
of Interplast. The company
is certified in the system of
management ISO 9001: 2015.
One of the key factors in the
success of Interplast has been
its strong investment in training
human capital. This has allowed
Interplast to be a solid company
that has been able to adapt to
the changes of the environment.
For this reason two important
targets have been growth and
development. In its 20 years of
operations, the company has
consolidated in the Honduran
market and expects to enter
Central America and the
Caribbean in five years’ time. One
of the competitive advantages
of Interplast has been its fast
delivery. “To achieve a difference
with the competitors we seek to
satisfy the particular needs of
the clients, strengthening a set
of activities that are not easy to
emulate.”, mentioned Zelaya.

An important facilitator to the
success of the industry sector
in Honduras is connectivity.
The current administration has
seeked to improve the country’s
road infrastructure in the recent
years. Recent investments in
road improvement total US
$1.15 billion, impacting over
1,500 kilometers of highways.
Additionally,
seaports
and
airports have seen more
dynamism in the recent years,
with the government aiming to
turn Honduras into a logistics
center in the region. This allows
goods and people to transport
more easily and creates potential
for local producers to export.
An important actor that has
seen the development of this
sector and the growth of the
Honduran economy is Grupo
Guticia. Grupo Guticia is a group
of companies dedicated to
improving the logistics sector.
In 1955 the company started as
Grupo Gutierrez with two trucks
to transport goods between El
Salvador and Guatemala. Then
the group started growing with a
customs agency, a sea shipping
division in Puerto Cortés, a freight
forwarder, the representation of
FedEx in Honduras, El Salvador
and Belize, the first e-commerce
shop in the region, distribution
centers, and the first logistics
park in the region, Amarateca.
“Grupo Guticia, as a group,
counting all the companies had
an income of approximately
US $25 million. Then, as far as
jobs are concerned, we have
approximately 350 employees.
This is in all 5 countries in
which we participate, not only
in Honduras. And here we had
an invoicing of around $15
million dollars.”, mentioned
Marco Gutiérrez, President of
Grupo Guticia. The company has
facilities located in Tegucigalpa,
San Pedro Sula, San Salvador,
and Miami.
Amarateca
logistics
park
is a project that offers the
ideal infrastructure for cargo
consolidation and distribution,
the first of its kind in Central
America. It is located on an area
of 70 hectares and offers land
for warehouses and distribution
centers. This project represents
an important point in the dry
canal of Honduras, connecting
ports in the Pacific and the
Atlantic oceans.
Moreover, the group offers
fast and reliable deliveries to
the United States and to more
than 220 countries. Among the
products that the company ships
there are textiles, automotive
parts, and gourmet coffee.
“Honduras has the logistical
position of being in the center
of Central America. The current
government has given a lot of
priority to the logistics issue by
expanding ports, airports, roads.”,
said Gutierrez. In the fiscal area
we are a bit above other nations,
but that has helped the logistic
development to invest in ports,
airports, roads, which also make
agri-industry more accessible.”,
he concluded.
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SOLID INVESTMENTS
FOR THE FUTURE
South America´s most dynamic
economy for several years in a row,
following an impressive economic
and social development between
2004 and 2014, with an average
growth of 4.9% sustained mainly
by high commodity prices and a
prudent macroeconomic policy.
Despite the drop in commodity
prices, Bolivia has registered
the highest economic growth in
South America for the past few
years, and 2017 was no exception,
at 4,2%. According to the Ministry
South America´s most dynamic
economy for several years in a row,
following an impressive economic
and social development between
2004 and 2014, with an average
growth of 4.9% sustained mainly
by high commodity prices and a
prudent macroeconomic policy.
Despite the drop in commodity
prices, Bolivia has registered the
highest economic growth in South

Juan Carlos Ramírez
General Manager
Puma Energy

South America for the past few
years, and 2017 was no exception,
at 4,2%. According to the Ministry
South America´s most dynamic
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following an impressive economic
and social development between
2004 and 2014, with an average
growth of 4.9% sustained mainly
by high commodity prices and a
prudent macroeconomic policy.
Despite the drop in commodity
prices, Bolivia has registered the
highest economic growth in South

“Honduras is a mature country in terms of fuels handling
and is entrenched at the industry level, as well as at
service stations, atracting foreing investment more and
more every day”
America for the past few years,
and 2017 was no exception, at
4,2%. According to the Ministry
South America´s most dynamic
economy for several years in a row,
following an impressive economic
and social development between
2004 and 2014, with an average
growth of 4.9% sustained mainly
by high commodity prices and a
prudent macroeconomic policy.
Despite the drop in commodity
prices, Bolivia has registered
the highest economic growth in

America for the past few years,
and 2017 was no exception, at
4,2%. According to the Ministry
South America´s most dynamic
economy for several years in a row,
following an impressive economic
and social development between
2004 and 2014, with an average
growth of 4.9% sustained mainly
by high commodity prices and a
prudent macroeconomic policy.
Despite the drop in commodity
prices, Bolivia has registered the
highest economic growth in South
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Ing. Ismael Ramírez
General Manager
Grupo Río
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General Manager
Empresa Energía Honduras

prices, Bolivia has registered
the highest economic growth in
South America for the past few
years, and 2017 was no exception,
at 4,2%. According to the Ministry
South America´s most dynamic
economy for several years in a row,
following an impressive economic
and social development between
2004 and 2014, with an average
growth of 4.9% sustained mainly
by high commodity prices and a
prudent macroeconomic policy.
Despite the drop in commodity

average growth of 4.9% sustained
mainly by high commodity prices
and a prudent macroeconomic
policy.
Despite the drop in commodity
prices, Bolivia has registered the
highest economic growth in South
America for the past few years,
and 2017 was no exception, at
4,2%. According to the Ministry
Bolivia has become South
America´s most dynamic economy
for several years in a row, following
an impressive economic and social
development between 2004 and
2014, with an average growth of
4.9% sustained mainly by high
commodity prices and a prudent
macroeconomic policy.
Despite the drop in commodity
prices, Bolivia has registered the
highest economic growth in South
America for the past few years,
and 2017 was no exception, at
4,2%. According to the Ministry
of Economy and Public Finance of
Bolivia, Mario Alberto Guillén, GDP
growth will stand at 4.7% in 2018,
with the financial, agriculture and
construction sectors continuing

“Huge potencial in the energy sector, since
only 82% of the country is connected to the
electricity network”
prices, Bolivia has registered
the highest economic growth in
South America for the past few
years, and 2017 was no exception,
at 4,2%. According to the Ministry
South America´s most dynamic
economy for several years in a row,
following an impressive economic
and social development between
2004 and 2014, with an average
growth of 4.9% sustained mainly
by high commodity prices and a
prudent macroeconomic policy.
Despite the drop in commodity
prices, Bolivia has registered
the highest economic growth in
South America for the past few
years, and 2017 was no exception,
at 4,2%. According to the Ministry
South America´s most dynamic
economy for several years in a
row, following an impressive
economic and social development
between 2004 and 2014, with an

to act as the main engines of
growth. The favorable economic
context will also continue leading
to a reduction in poverty, which
has fallen by a third, according to
the International Monetary Fund
(IMF).
One of Bolivia´s most thriving
sectors is banking. With a
growth of 12% compared to Latin
America´s 4.7% average, it stands
as the second with highest growth
in the region. The country has also
been characterized by good levels
of Inflation for the past few years,
at 2.71% in 2017, the lowest figure
since 2009.
The nation´s exports reached USD
7.281 million between January and
November of 2017, a 9% increase
compared to the previous year.
Most exports were to Brazil (18%),
followed by Argentina (16%) and
the US (8%). On the other hand,
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Ing. Adolfo Larach
General Manager
Hidro Volcán

during the same period, imports
increased 10%, reaching USD
8,408 million. These were mainly
from China (22%), Brazil (17%) and
Argentina (12%).

dynamic economy for several
years in a row, following an
impressive economic and social
development between 2004 and
2014, with an average growth of
4.9% sustained mainly by high
commodity prices and a prudent
macroeconomic policy.
Despite the drop in commodity
prices, Bolivia has registered
the highest economic growth in
South America for the past few
years, and 2017 was no exception,
at 4,2%. According to the Ministry
of Economy and Public Finance of
Bolivia, Mario Alberto Guillén, GDP
growth will stand at 4.7% in 2018,
with the financial, agriculture and
construction sectors continuing
to act as the main engines of
growth. The favorable economic

“Private companies can now generate, distribute
and commercialize independently, generating fair
competition and improving rates”
Following the Government´s
expanded efforts in recent
years to attract international
investment,
Foreign
Direct
Investment (FDI) has boomed,
reaching USD 622 million, with an
increase of 52% until September
2017, compared to the previous
year. The most recent investment
law passed in 2015, aimed at
improving the investment climate
in the country, sets a precedent
for this trend to continue in the
years to come. Bolivia´s cultural
and geographical diversity, has
enabled investment to flourish
not only into the tourism sector,
but also into agriculture and
construction.
As a result of the country´s good
momentum, its entrepreneurial
base grew 4% until November
2017, compared to the previous
year. Most companies registered
in the country were in wholesale,
retail, vehicle and motorcycle
repair, followed Bolivia has
become South America´s most

context will also continue leading
to a reduction in poverty, which
has fallen by a third, according to
the International Monetary Fund
(IMF).
One of Bolivia´s most thriving
sectors is banking. With a
growth of 12% compared to Latin
America´s 4.7% average, it stands
as the second with highest growth
in the region. The country has also
been characterized by good levels
of Inflation for the past few years,
at 2.71% in 2017, the lowest figure
since 2009.
The nation´s exports reached USD
7.281 million between January and
November of 2017, a 9% increase
compared to the previous year.
Most exports were to Brazil (18%),
followed by Argentina (16%) and
the US (8%). On the other hand,
during the same period, imports
increased 10%, reaching USD
8,408 million. These were mainly
from China (22%), Brazil (17%) and
Argentina (12%). Following the
Government´s expanded
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INFRASTRUCTURE

POSITIONING HONDURAS
AS THE LOGISTICS HUB
FOR THE REGION.
Over
the
past
decade,
Honduras mas made significant
investments in infrastructure,
with the goal of turning the
country into a logistical hub for
the Americas. Honduras has
more than 15,000 kilometers of
roads, but until recently most
of them had been severely
neglected, and just a quarter
of them are paved. According
to the Honduran Chamber of
Construction and the Honduran
Council of Private Companies,
Honduras by the beginning of
this decade, had fallen into
negative numbers in terms
of infrastructure investment.
But by 2017, infrastructure
investment recovered to nearly
8% annual growth and in 2018
the government committed to
spending 24.3 billion lempira
(around US $980 million) on
infrastructure over the next
three years. Investment in
infrastructure has been an
important factor in contributing
to Honduras’s rise in the World
Economic
Forum’s
Global
Competitiveness Rating 20182019—the only country in Central
America to rise in the ranking
this year.
According to Roberto Pineda, the
Secretary of Infrastructure and
Public Services, the country has
an infrastructure plan with the
specific goal of converting the
Honduras into the logistical hub
of the region. As the Secretary
explains, in Honduras “we are
privileged because we are in the
center of the region, in the center
of the Americas, and apart from
that, we have two oceans.” The
country is developing seven
logistical corridors that the
government plans to connect
with a massive ring road that
will improve connectivity via
land with Nicaragua, El Salvador,
and Guatemala. It also has
four airports, 18 aerodromes,
and three seaports (two in
the Caribbean and one in the
Pacific). Important to the
country’s logistical plan is the
new Palmerola airport, currently
around 30% done, which will be
completed in 2020 and which
the government hopes to see
serve as a hub for the region. The
plan also aims to improve land
connectivity between Goascorán
in the south and Puerto Cortés
in the north to allow goods to
travel directly from Nicaragua
and El Salvador to the port.
According to Secretary Pineda,
public-private
partnerships
play an important role in the

the partners initially specialized
only in design and supervision
of highways, it has since
expanded to other areas such
as geotechnical engineering and
architecture, as well as electrical,
mechanical, and environmental
design. The company now
has five partners and 87
employees, most of whom
have been trained within the
company. The General Manager
of Saybe & Associates credits
their success and longevity in
the sector—nearly 50 years—to
the company’s transparency,
honestly,
corporate
social
responsibility, and its policy of
distancing itself from politics.
The company has played an
important role in contributing to
the sector overall in Honduras.
Many of the professionals

Pedro Pineda Cobos

José Francisco Saybe

General Manager
Tecnisa

President
Saybe & Asociados

government’s
strategy
for
infrastructure
development.
“We have approximately 1,350
km of major highways still left
to construct,” explained Pineda.
“That is impossible with public
money alone. What we have to
build here is a strategic alliance
with private companies.” Pineda
explained that the government
has seen significant interest in
collaboration from international
and local firms.
One of the most important
firms providing architecture
and engineering consultancy
for infrastructure projects in
Honduras is Técnica de Ingeniería
TECNISA. The company was
founded in 1976 and by 2018 had
achieved $3.8 million in billing

Pedro Pineda Cobos, General
Manager of TECINSA credits his
company’s success to the loyalty
of both clients and employees.
“One of our premises is to
satisfy the client in everything
that is technically and honorably
possible and to give our

employees the sensation that
they belong, that they are of the
utmost importance and are a
fundamental element.” Pineda
explained that “in a consultancy,
what we sell is knowledge. We
sell advice. That’s why I call
consultancy the ‘knowledge

working at Saybe & Associates
joined directly out of college and
have developed professionally
within the company—something
that the General Manager is very
proud of. The company is also a
member of the Corporate Social
Responsibility Foundation of

and participated in many of the
most important projects in the
country. One of the company’s
biggest achievements in the past
decade was landing Walmart as
a client. Since 2011, TECINSA has
been the principal consultant for
the multinational in Honduras.
The company is also currently
working on the Government Civic
Center, the tallest project in the
country and one of the largest in
Central America. The company
has also worked on various
projects with Banco Ficohsa and
is working on a major irrigation
project with the Honduran
government.

industry.’ In consultancy, the
company that projects itself
better and that offers the best
quality will have the most
success.” An important part of
TECINSA’s success has also been
its relationship with American,
Canadian, and European firms
that have worked with TECINSA
through joint ventures and
partnerships.
Another key player in the
sector in Honduras is Saybe
and Associates. The firm was
originally founded in 1970 by
four Honduran partners when
the American firm Brown &
Root left Honduras. Although

Honduras (FUNDAHRSE) and has
worked on a number of projects
with churches and charities free
of charge. Saybe & Associates’
goal is to be an important
part of the development of
Honduras over the medium term
by advancing with ambitious
projects and bringing new
technologies to the country.
The firm acknowledges that in
Honduras there is still a lot to
be done with infrastructure, but
has a positive outlook on the
country.
Dureco is another important
company in the sector. The
company, founded as Durman,

TECNISA

“Investment in infrastructure has been an important factor in
contributing to Honduras’s rise in the World Economic Forum’s
Global Competitiveness Rating 2018-2019—the only country in
Central America to rise in the ranking this year”
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Miriam Jiménez
General Manager
Dureco de Honduras

was created in Belgium and
expanded across Latin America.
The base of operations of
Durman is located in Costa Rica,
where they distribute to other
countries in the region, including
Honduras, where they opened
in 1996. Durman manufactures
and distributes PVC products,
thermoplastics,
and
other
customized services, focusing
on quality and innovation.
Among their products, there
are solutions for construction,
infrastructure, and irrigation.
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About 5% of sales are directed
to public infrastructure works
through
distributors.
In
Honduras, the most demanded
products are pipes and their
connections. However, a key
for the company’s growth
has been having particular
products that other companies
do not have available. In the
last 5 years, the company has
grown 20-30%. This growth
allows the company to have
presence in countries, such as
Mexico, Guatemala, Honduras,
Nicaragua, Chile, Colombia,
Peru, and Brazil. In Costa Rica,
the company manufactures and
also has a center for research and
development from where they
innovate and apply the latest
technologies. Dureco also has
social responsibility programs.
“In each country we work on
education and reforestation
programs, and also in the social
areas, helping in shelters for
homeless people,” said Miriam
Jimenez, Country Manager of
Dureco.

R

allowing Hondurans to buy
more
goods—both
locally
manufactured and imported.
The sector has traditionally
relied mostly on imported goods
and continues to do so. As a
result, the retail sector is the
biggest contributor to Honduran
imports and the biggest
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Emilio Larach

President
Grupo Geo

General Manager
Larach & Cia

$1.3 billion. This has meant that
one of the negative effects of
Honduras’s growing incomes
an GDP growth is an increasing
trade deficit, particularly with
the United States. In 2018, the
trade deficit increased by around
19% to $6.1 billion dollars, with
the country importing $10.4
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Juan Andonie

“The retail sector continues to be the core of
the Honduran economy and one of the biggest
drivers of both GDP growth and employment
across the country”
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consumer of foreign exchange
according to the Banco Central
de Honduras (the Honduran
Central Bank – BCH). According
to the bank, the retail sector
imported $3.4 billion dollars of
goods in 2017, placing it far ahead
of the second biggest import
sector, manufacturing, which
imported around $1.7 billion and
the fuel sector which imported
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The Honduran economy has
seen a transformation in
recent decades, with exportoriented industries gaining an
increasingly important role in
overall production. However,
the retail sector continues to
be the core of the Honduran
economy and one of the biggest
drivers of both GDP growth
and employment across the
country. In 2018, the retail
sector grew at 4.2%, slightly
ahead of overall GDP growth,
and up from 3.1% in 2017. This
places it ahead of both tourism
and manufacturing, which grew
at 3.9% and 3.2% respectively.
Retail growth is an important
indicator for overall income
growth, which, has risen 85%
over the past decade according
to the Honduran central bank,

E

MIRADOR DE LOS ÁNGELES

billion in goods but exporting
just $4.3 billion. Another factor
behind the trade deficit has
also been the falling prices of

some of the commodities that
are central to Honduran exports,
such as coffee and palm oil
and an increase in the price of
imported fuel.
Retail also plays a significant
role in providing employment in
Honduras. Nationally, the retail
sector is the second-largest
employer after agriculture.
According to official numbers
from the Secretary of Labor,
the agricultural sector provides
more than 1 million jobs
nationally while the retail
sector is responsible for around
700,000 jobs, followed by
manufacturing, construction,
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Dany Guerra
Rector
Western International School

and services. In urban areas,
however, these numbers reverse
with retail pulling ahead to
become the largest employer.
In San Pedro Sula, Honduras’s
industrial capital, retail employs
around 450,000 people, followed
by manufacturing, construction,
services, and logistics.
Economists also point out
that both agriculture and retail
(which are the country’s biggest
employers in rural and urban
areas respectively) are dominated
by informal employment. In
Honduras, around 70% of all jobs
are in the informal sector, one
of the highest rates of informal
employment in the region.
According to the Interamerican
Development Bank (IDB) around
55% of jobs in the region are
informal, although that number

exemption. However, the law
has yet to see any major effect
on new registrations.
An important promoter of the
retail sector in Tegucigalpa,
has been the city’s Chamber
of Commerce and Industry.
The country’s first chamber of
commerce was created in 1890
but in 2000 an organization
called
FEDECAMARA
was
created to unify the 43
chambers of commerce in
the entire country, bringing
together 20,000 companies of
all different sectors and sizes. In
the Tegucigalpa Chamber, there
are around 4,000 members,
making it the largest chamber
of commerce in Central America.
As the Chamber’s President Guy
de Pierrefeu explains, the size
of the chamber means that “we
are really a regional chamber
of commerce, because the El
Salvador chamber is just the
tip of the iceberg in terms of
small regional chambers, but
even then it has fewer members
than the Tegucigalpa Chamber.”
In terms of the retail sector,
Pierrefeu explains that “retail
has been, traditionally, one of
the motors that has permitted
Honduras’s
development.
Industrial production has been a
fairly recent addition.” Pierrefeu
says that he has “a pretty

“The school was born with the clear objective to offer
young Hondurans a first world education, for which
we have implemented many projects to develop new
competencies because it’s clear to us that when a
young person graduates from this institution, he
should have the global skills that the world requires.”
is much higher for the agricultural
and retail sectors. In San Pedro
Sula alone, for example, around
180,000 people operate informal
businesses, and according to
the Secretary of Labor, that
number is nearly a million
people nationally. Additionally,
the retail sector in Honduras
still sees a large proportion of
micro, small, and medium-sized
enterprises (MSMEs), which
generate around 60% of jobs
in Honduras according to the
Honduran Council of Private
Companies (Cohep). These types
of companies are also the most
likely not to be registered before
tax authorities according to the
government. In recent years,
the Secretary of Labor and the
Honduran tax authorities have
made new efforts to encourage
MSMEs to register before tax
authorities, including a 2018 law
that allows new MSMEs that
register officially as businesses
to enjoy 12 months of tax

positive perspective for the
growth of the retail and trade
sectors in Honduras because the
economy is growing overall and
jobs are being created, although
not as much as we would like or
as we should be.”
Medium-sized
Honduran
companies have played an
important role in increasing
both the tax base and the
base for formal employment
in Honduras. One important
success story in that regard is
Larach & Company, one of the
most important hardware and
home improvement chains in
Honduras. Larach & Company
was founded in 1948 by Jorge
& Emilio Larach. The company
started with a small store in
Tegucigalpa, but with the vision
that the company eventually
would need to grow bigger. The
company now has four stores
in the capital Tegucigalpa and
one large branch in San Pedro
Sula, but still remains 100%
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Honduran. As current President,
Emilio Larach explains, “Many
people ask why we have only
built four new stores in 60 years.
I explain that I like to grow
slowly, but solidly and safely.
We have done everything using
our own resources and now we
have obtained bank financing
to grow and build our first store
in San Pedro Sula. We are a
serious company and we have
credibility in the market, and our
employees know it.”
Larach & Company has been an
important generator of formal
employment in the retail sector

In terms of customer service,
according to Larach, “any kind
of client can come here, and
we treat everyone equally, from
a construction worker to the
owner of a company. That has
been our success: our customer
service.” Larach says that “I have
friends who also own competing
stores. But they don’t have
personalized attention.”
The company has also increased
its participation in corporate
social responsibility projects as
it has grown. As Larach explains,
“In 1986, they asked me to do
a talk about corporate social
responsibility in San Pedro Sula.
When I arrived, I was struck
that people were taking the
time out of their businesses to
promote the moral values of our
country. They were all business
people and that was when I first
thought that corporate social
responsibility should start from
within our companies, because
we now the needs of our workers
and we need to help them
because they are the ones that
make our businesses run.”
The company’s first project was

in Honduras. The company has
around 1,200 employees and has
a policy of giving annual raises
to employees. The company
takes pride in maintaining
good relationships with its
employees. As Emilio Larach
explains, “employees can come
and see me directly in my office,
and they can go to Human
Resources to apply for loans
and/or long-term credits. We
also pay advances on salary and
benefits for employees who are

to build a school. The project
started in 1985 as a very rustic
space with 6 classrooms, but
now it has expanded to two
stories and to accommodate
1,400 students and is named
after Jorge J. Larach.
The
company also has projects
to promote youth sports and
other community activities.
For example, in the Kennedy
neighborhood of Tegucigalpa,
Larach explains that “they had a
passion for playing ball, but they

Horacio del Valle
General Manager
Surtidora Internacional S.A.

“The retail sector is the second-largest
employer after agriculture.”
building their homes.”
Larach
&
Company
distinguishes itself from its
competitors through its focus
on
personalized
customer
service and competitive prices.
As Larach explains: “We can’t
say that we are the biggest
company in our sector, but we
compete with what we have.”

only had a tiny soccer field. We
made them a soccer field with
the wall and the stands. The
neighborhood named it after
me, although I didn’t want them
to.”
Larach has a positive outlook
for the future of the Honduran
economy. He explains that
“Honduras is in the heart of
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Alessio Santalena

Marvin Posas

Mario Gómez Delgado

General Manager
Tubos y Perfiles S.A.

General Manager
Importadora Millenium

President
Dirisa

Central America; in the map
it is right in the center. It’s a
privileged country, with Pacific
and Atlantic coasts, beautiful
islands that receive big cruise
ships and much more.”
Another
important
player
that has contributed to the
growth of the retail sector
is Surtidora Internacional.
Surtidora
Internacional,
located in San Pedro Sula and
its sister company Compañía
Distribuidora,
located
in
Tegucigalpa are two leaders
in wholesale distribution of
imported consumer products
in Honduras. The company has
50 years in the market and
works with 50 international
brands of food, drinks, personal
care, and cleaning products. As
General Manager Horacio del
Valle explains, the key to the
company’s success has been
its people. “We reach the four
cardinal points of the country…
We serve 25,000 – 27,000
points of sale each week, and
140 salespeople visit an average
of 35 clients every day.” As del
Valle explains, the company
has also taken advantage of
technology and economies of

seen strong growth for the past
decade and a half with this
model. According to del Valle,
“our growth in the past 14 years
has been in the double digits
every year except 2009 when
we were affected by the global
financial crisis.” In the coming
years, the company wants
to become the leader in the
market. As del Valle says “We
want to be number one.” To do
so, according to del Valle, the
company needs to improve the
quality of its human capital and
improve internal training and
education to be able to better
take on new graduates. Del Valle
says that young people graduate
“well educated” from Honduran
universities, but that they
need to “finish their studies”
by working in companies and
gaining experience “which is
where they really learn.”
As the retail sector in Honduras
continues to grow more
formal, an increasing number
of importers and sellers are
growing from small to medium
and large sized businesses and
becoming leaders in the sector.
Importadora Milenium is an
important example of this. The

scale to overcome some of the
logistical challenges of doing
business and distributing goods
in Honduras. “Our salespeople
take orders electronically. The
salesperson arrives to the point
of sale, does his job, and records
the order, and within seconds
it is on our server to begin the
process of billing and dispatch.
This has allowed us to overcome
the competition in terms of
distribution and punctuality of
delivery. We make all deliveries
within 48 hours, regardless of
the distance.” Each of the two
companies operates around 70
motorcycle and moped routes
across the country where drivers
reach small cornershops and
neighborhood stores, and the
company has seen growth of
around 12% in the past year,
selling around US $46 million
of goods. The company has

company began as a small corner
store, but in the mid-2000s
began to work with Chinese
investors and bring Chinese
manufactured products for sale
to Honduras. Now the company
has 40 employees and has been
growing at around 10% or more.
Importadora Milenium’s General
Manager Marvin Poza says the
company is now an important
direct importer focused on
wholesale sales in Honduras.
Looking at the Honduran
economy overall, Poza says that
“MSMEs need more support.” As
Poza explains, “there is still a lot
to do [in terms of development]
in Honduras, such as electric
power, which is an issue that
affects small business owners
more than anyone.” The General
Manger also believes that
public private partnerships
have benefited many sectors of

the Honduran economy. Even
though Importadora Milenium
is still small, the company tries
to play an important role in
corporate social responsibility
in Honduras. According to
Poza “We try to support the
communities that we think
have more need, they people in
small towns, and particularly
single mothers. We try to give
them vegetable seeds and cacao
plans so they can make their
own money with them. Over
the medium term, the company
is looking to expand within
Honduras. In addition to its
existing location in Tegucigalpa,
the company is now opening a
second location in San Pedro
Sula. Farther afield Poza sys
that Importadora Milenium is
“interested in continuing to build
new alliances and partnerships
internationally,” including with
companies in the United States.
An important element of
growing Honduras’s formal
retail economy has been
multisector groups like Grupo
Geo. Geo has presence in the
automotive sector with PAGSA,
a distributor of Audi, DFSK, and
auto parts, in the electronics
sector with Electrónica Geo,
which provides sound solutions,
and PRODUGESA, a real estate
company focused on commercial
development. The company
also has plans to enter the
commercial storage sector with
warehouses and ‘warehouse
offices.’ As General Manager Juan
Andonie explains, the company
has seen very promising growth.
In 2017, sales grew by 40%. In
2018 growth slowed slightly to
25%, however the directors have
a positive perspective for the
future. According to Andonie
“we are stilling growing at a
pretty good rate, and we see that
there is quite a bid of demand
for our products in Honduras.”
Andonie says that in the sound
equipment sector the company
indirectly (through Geo’s clients)
serves
multinationals
like
telecommunications providers
Tigo and Claro. In the automotive
sector, there has been quite
a bit of growth in demand for
Audi vehicles as incomes grow
in the country. In 2006, the
company sold just 6,000 Audis,
while in 2017 that figure reached
12,500. Andonie explains that, in
terms of growth projections for
automobiles, he expects to soon
reach 15,000 Audis sold per year.
Over the medium term, according
to Andonie, Grupo Geo hopes to
continue its expansion within

____________________________________________

Duferco GROUP

Honduras and eventually across
the rest of Central America. He
explained that the company is
also current working to develop
its own brands of lubricants and
of sound equipment. Andonie
explains that once the company
has its own brands it can “take
the next step and promote its
brands both inside and outside
the country.” Andonie is also
positive about the mediumterm future of the Honduran
economy. He explains that “we
have the great advantage that
every sector is growing right
now. We are seeing strong
sectors in energy, agriculture,
retail, construction and housing.
We could definitely say that
most commercial sectors are
growing in unison, they have
seen a lot of activity, and they
are all contributing a lot to the
overall growth of the country.
As long as we continue this way,
Honduras will continue on the
path towards growth over the
coming years.”
International
investments
have also been an important
part of economic and retail
growth in Honduras, and one
excellent example of this
kind of investment is Tubos y
Perfiles, SA de CV or TYPSA,
which started operations in
Honduras as an investment by
international emerging markets
steel giant Duferco, which had
seen success with as similar
project in Guatemala and decided
to expand. Duferco bought out
a Honduran company that was
on the verge of bankruptcy and
began making tubes and pipes.
The company is now a leader in
producing and selling galvanized
steel products in Honduras and
has 140 direct employees. The
company’s General Manager
Alesio Santalena, originally
from Italy, is a strong believer
in the future of the Honduran
economy. As Santalena explains
“It is clear that if we have a
company here in Honduras it is
because we are convinced that
you can do good business here.”
As Santalena sees, it there
are many advantages to doing
business in Honduras. On one
hand, the country is very well
positioned logistically in the
Central American region, but like
many underdeveloped countries
“everything is left to do; it’s
a country of opportunities,”
says Santalena. The important
thing, says Santalena is to
perform as a business to the
same standard that would be
expected in the rest of the world.
“We are not interested in the
fact that in this country you can
do things that aren’t permitted
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in Europe. Compared with
our competitors we are much
more
transparent.”
One
of the main challenges of
doing business in Honduras,
according to Santalena is
the poor road infrastructure,
which makes it difficult to
transport products. “What
the country still needs is to
work to be more competitive,”
says Santalena. In Honduras
it is also important for TYPSA
to support social causes. As
Santalena says “without much
publicity we support schools
and orphanages. From my
point of view children are the
future of every country.”
As the industrial sector
in Honduras grows, more
importers and retail companies
have grown to service
manufacturers. An important
success story in this segment
is DIRISA (Distribuidora de
Respuestas Industriales SA
de CV). The company is an
importer, distributor, and
seller of replacement parts for
many industries in Honduras.
As the General Manager Mario
Gómez Delgado explains, “we
are the provider for 100% of
the oil industry in Honduras,
100% of the sugar industry,
we are in factories, mines,
food and beverage. We are a
company with a lot of presence
across the country.” Gómez
has a positive perspective on
economic growth in Honduras.
“Growth depends on each of
us” he says, “it depends on the
opportunities that we see, the

vision that we have for the future,
and the confidence we have in
the government.” In 2017, the
company saw an amazing 30%
growth, which Gómez attributes
to the mutual confidence that
the company generates with its
clients. Gómez is also a Rotarian
in Honduras and has made
sure that he and the company
play an important role in social
responsibility projects. With the
Rotary Club, Gómez manages
sixteen schools for the Omoa
tribal community built and run
with more than US $600,000 of
Rotary donations.
One of the keys to developing
more formal employment in
in Honduras’s retail sector is
improving the quality of the
country’s human capital through
improved
education.
The
Western International School is
a new educational proposition

Due to its excellent geographic
location, the government of
Honduras is looking to make
the country a logistics hub
for the continent. Thanks to
recent efforts by the private
and public sectors, local and
foreign investors are starting
to look at the opportunities in
the infrastructure and logistics
sectors through public-private
partnerships.
Honduras
is
currently making significant
efforts to improve the network
of roads, airports and seaports
to transport goods, services, and
people throughout the country
and the region.
There is currently an ambitious
portfolio of projects underway
to connect the country. First
there is the Logistics Corridor
project that aims to connect the
southern and northern regions
of Honduras, the so-called dry
canal, that will facilitate the
transport of goods from the

Mariano Turnes
CEO
Operadora Portuaria Centroamericana

The improvement of the
logistics sector in Honduras is
improving not only the Honduran
economy, but quality of life
for many citizens by making
transportation
better
and
faster. Only four years ago, the
average speed of heavy cargo
transportation through the
Logistics Corridor was 14 km/h;
now it is 68 km/h. This means
that goods and services are
arriving faster than ever to their
final destination. This is also
an important development for
international trade in Honduras,

“We have been able to achieve international levels
of performance, and we need to keep working to
maintain and improve our performance.”
Pacific to the Caribbean coast
through a four-lane route. There
is also a project to maintain
and expand the Tourism
Corridor, connecting cities on
the Atlantic coast where the
majority of Honduras’s tourist,
industrial, and trade activities
take place. The Lenca Corridor
improvement project plans to
upgrade and pave roads in the
western region of the country
and the Siglo XXI (21st Century)
project will transfer many public
infrastructure projects in San
Pedro Sula to private investors.

making it possible for goods to
travel both within the country
and internationally through its
seaports.
Honduras’s largest seaport,
Puerto Cortés, moved 650,000
TEU of goods in 2017 and has
the capacity to process 1 million
TEU. Over the past five years,
traffic through the port has
increased by 18%. Since 2014,
the port has been run through a
public-private partnership (PPP)
and operated by Operadora
Portuaria
Centroamericana
(OPC) a subsidiary of the Filipina

COMMERCE

that began in Honduras in 2010
with a system that is unique to
Central America. The school was
created to improve Honduras’s
academic standards and enable
Honduran students to compete
internationally. In the words
of the school’s rector Danny
Guerra “the school was born
with the clear objective to offer
young Hondurans a first world
education, for which we have
implemented many projects
to develop new competencies
because it’s clear to us that when
a young person graduates from
this institution, he should have
the global skills that the world
requires.” The school has grown
rapidly since it was founded.
In 2017 it had 500 students; in
2018 that number was 1000; for
2019 the school expects 1,400
students.
The school also emphasizes the
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importance of international
links. Guerra explains that “We
work with China because it has
a lot of potential as a country
where there are a lot of trade
opportunities for Honduras
and for our students.” Western
International School has a
partnership with Bejing Real
School in which students have
visited China and the school is
currently organizing for a group
from China to visit Honduras.
The school also has partnerships
with Oxford University and
sends groups to London for an
immersive English experience.
In the future, the school hopes
to expand its educational
concept abroad to Nicaragua
and maybe ever further afield.
Guerra explains that “we hope
to grow and eventually become
an educational franchise. As
we continue to grow we will see
more and more opportunities.”

LOGISTICS
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Alfredo Di Palma
Regional Manager for Central America
for Sealand Americas
A Maersk Company

multinational
International
Container Terminal Services
(ICTSI). Since the beginning of
the PPP in 2014, the port has seen
a number of upgrades, including
a new dock, new super-postPanamax cranes, and 14 meters
of dredging that increased the
port capacity by 50%. In total,
the company has invested US
$240 million over five years. The
privatization and modernization
has allowed the port to serve
even the biggest boats now.
According to Mariano Turnes,
the CEO of OPC, “We began

achieve international levels
of performance, and we need
to keep working to maintain
and improve our performance.”
In addition, “this year we
inaugurated the biggest logistics
center in Central America inside
the terminal with the goal of
providing added value to our
services and for specific clients.
There is a limited capacity, but
we have grown from 6 inspection
cages to almost 55.”
In addition to adding new
elements to receive larger
boats and increase capacity, the
company has invested in restoring
the existing terminal, which had
faced a lack of investment under
public sector management.
OPC repaired Dock 5, which had
been damaged by the 2009
earthquake and suffered from
a lack of investment. They also
restored the container storage
patios the pluvial connections by
connecting to the city network,
implemented a number of
environmental
sustainability
projects to reduce the impact
of the port, and have improved
the technology used to manage

“Thanks to recent efforts by the private and public
sectors, local and foreign investors are starting to look
at the opportunities in the infrastructure and logistics
sectors through public-private partnerships”
this phase of modernization of
the port with the inauguration
of the new dock: Dock 6.” Dock
6 has increased the maximum
depth of the port from 11 to
14 meters, meaning that,
“Puerto Cortés no longer faces
limitations to receive even the
largest ships.” Tunes explains
that “We have been able to

the logistics of the port, which
has increased capacity both in
terms of the size of ships and
the volume of cargo.
According to Tunes, one of
the most important areas in
which OPC has invested in the
port has not been in physical
infrastructure or technology, but
“improving port logistics.” Tunes
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says that “We have improved
the efficiency of the services
both for boats and external
trucks by 100% compared to the
level of service provided before
OPC arrived.”
The potential of the logistics
sector is so important that
multinational companies have
set eyes on Honduras to operate.
An example is Sealand, part of
Maersk, that has operations
in the Pacific and the Atlantic
coasts of Honduras. Sealand
has been in the market for four

developed, due to the high
demands of the country’s
exporters. We export bananas,
textiles, melons, shrimp, sugar,
and coffee - products that
require a lot of care, efficient
handling and low costs, because
they have to compete in the
global market,” explains Alfredo
Di Palma, Country Manager of
Maersk. He added that “just in
Puerto Cortés there are more
than 10 shipping companies,
which means competition and
efficiency.”

years, focusing on the Americas,
but being part of Maersk,
allows shipments to arrive to
the five continents. From the
east coast, Sealand ships from
Central America to cities in the
United States, in Florida, Texas,
Louisiana, and the Northeast.
From the west coast, the
company offers an exclusive
service from Honduras to the
United States two times a week.
Goods travel from Honduras to
the U.S. east coast in 3 days and
to the west coast in 5 days.
“The logistics and shipping
sector of Honduras is highly

As the world leader in shipping
services, the company operates
in 130 countries, employs
approximately 79,900 people
and has a fleet of 639 ships that
navigate the main commercial
routes of the world.
“Maersk is focusing on the
reliability of our services, to
be punctual and consistent,
since we want to keep costs
low to be competitive and
to
make
our
customers
competitive.”, said Di Palma. He
added that Maersk’s network
operates at low cost to create
opportunities in the market,

Connecting Honduras
to the Americas
Sealand - A Maersk Company offers direct
connections to the West Coast, Gulf and East
Coast of the U.S. and the rest of the Americas.

Access to
Key Markets

Competitive
Transit Times
For more information visit us at:

www.sealandmaersk.com

End-to-end
Reliability
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Javier Morales

Marco Tulio Gutiérrez

Line Manager
Grupo Naviero

Executive President
Grupo Guticia

so large private companies can
grow and continue to develop,
contributing to the economies
of different countries.
As a global company, Maersk
has focused on the employment
of people, the environment, the
improvement of infrastructure,
and trade facilitation of the
markets where the company
operates. Their current strategy
is to diversify its services, not
only offering shipping, but
also insurance, land transport,
customs services, documentary
services, containers, and others.
Another important actor in the

logistics sector is Grupo Naviera.
The company started over 30
years ago in Guatemala and
began operations in Honduras
in 1984. This group started
with the companies Aposha,
which managed ship loading
and Coirsa, a shipping agent.
With time, these companies
gained a positive reputation
and became a reference in
the country’s shipping sector.
Thanks to this success, the
group
acquired
another
representation in Honduras.
In 2008 Universal Shipping
was created in order to service
EverGreen Line, a company
from Taiwan that needed to
position itself in Honduras. With
this representation and other
acquisitions the conglomerate
grew and was named Grupo
Naviera. Now the group has
presence in Guatemala, El
Salvador,
Nicaragua
and
Honduras and offers global

The Honduran government is
generally open and welcoming
to foreign investment and
the country’s legal framework
generally reflects that openness,
although
some
investors
have complained of a lack of
transparency and complicated
bureaucracy.
Investors
can
generally openly invest in
Honduras as long as they comply
with limited restrictions and
performance
requirements.
The
Honduran
Constitution
also stipulates that all foreign
investment complement but not
substitute national investment.
The
investment
framework
was improved heavily by the
passage of CAFTA-DR, the trade
agreement with the US and the
rest of Central America, which
takes precedence over most
domestic law in Honduras and
provides many provisions to
protect investors, including a
requirement that US investment
be treated equally to domestic
investment. Additionally, in 2011,
Congress passed the Law for the
Promotion and Protection of
Investments that are not covered

LOGISTICS

coverage through its network of
agents worldwide. The company
has over 100 employees and has
offices in Puerto Cortes, San
Pedro Sula, Tegucigalpa and San
Lorenzo.
One
of
Grupo
Naviera’s
greatest achievements was the
positioning of San Lorenzo as a
shipping port. Before the arrival of
EverGreen, San Lorenzo was not
known for shipping, since it was
not as modern as other location.
However, Cynthia Monterroso,
Owner of Monterroso, and
Javier Morales, Line Manager of
Agentes Portuarios Hondureños,
saw a strategic opportunity
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Rico, Mexico, and Colombia.
However, ECIJA still focuses in
Honduras on treating every client
specially. Crus explains that “We,
as lawyers, treat our clients, who
are usually international investors,
like pampered children and I
think they are always extremely

Dra. Rosalinda Cruz de Williams
General Manager
Ecija

by CAFTA-DR, which has helped to
create an overall positive regime
for investments.
One of the main firms serving
foreign investors in Honduras is
ECIJA, a Spanish multinational law
firm with presence across Latin
America. ECIJA is one of the top 10
law firms in Spain but has 20 years
of experience in Honduras. As
Rosalinda Cruz, ECIJA Honduras’s
General Manger explains, “ECIJA
is an interdisciplinary group of
high-quality professionals.” The
firm, since the recent acquisition
of the office in Honduras, is now
the largest firm in Iberoamerica.
Moving forward ECIJA has
partnerships in mind with Puerto

in San Lorenzo because of its
location. Now San Lorenzo
is seen as an important port
of entry in the South-Central
region of Honduras. This option
impacted in cost reduction,
since shipments did not have
to enter via El Salvador, having
to be imported to Honduras.
Shipments from El Salvador
would take 8 hours to arrive
to Tegucigalpa; now with San
Lorenzo, it only takes 2.5 hours
to transport goods to the capital.
For this reason, the government
has recently improved the road
to San Lorenzo.

economic development, which
is fundamentally the result of
foreign investment. Free trade
agreements have allowed us to
negotiate a better situation in
terms of exports. Additionally,
the tourism industry, the
manufacturing industry, and all

“The largest firm in Iberoamerica. ECIJA has
partnerships in mind with Puerto Rico, Mexico,
and Colombia.”
pleased because we are not just
here to earn a paycheck—we are
here because we like to think
globally and analyze situations at
the level of the country.” Cruz has
a positive attitude for investment
in Honduras. “After going through
a standstill, the country has
really taken off again in terms of

the energy contracts are creating
new very important sources of
jobs.” Cruz says that Honduras is
a country that is truly welcoming
to foreigners, and now that the
country is working to improve
infrastructure, not only for
tourism, but to do business, more
investors than ever are coming to
Honduras.
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NATURAL BEAUTY AND
DIVERSE WILDLIFE:
HONDURAS HAS IT ALL!
Swimming on warm, pristine
beaches, climbing up a volcano,
visiting an ancient Mayan
pyramid or wandering around a
colonial town are some of the
things that Honduras offers
to over 2 million visitors every
year. Undoubtedly, Honduras
is a blessed country in terms
of location, nature and culture.
Travelers, especially from the
United States and Canada, and
investors from all over the world
have discovered in Honduras
great potential for growth.
The potential of the tourism
sector is so important that
the government has created
special benefits for investors.
Now the legal framework
allows investors to open up
projects, such as hotels and
resorts, recreation centers, tour
operators, restaurants, and car
rental agencies, with special
tax benefits. With this initiative
the government of Honduras
expects to create over 250,000
jobs. In 2017 alone, tourism
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administration
is
working
to improve these elements,
achieving positive results. The
country has four international
airports and is modernizing
another one in Tegucigalpa. Also
US $4 billion have been invested
to improve road infrastructure.
One of the main projects is the

and adventure tourism. There
is also Roatan, a paradise island
also in the Caribbean coast
with light blue waters and a
rich creole culture that attracts
tourists via air and cruise ship.
There is also Trujillo, a colonial
city that offers ecotourism

road that connects the city with
Copan ruins, a very popular
destination. Last but not least,
the Honduran government has
made great efforts to improve
security. In 2011 the murder rate
was 90 per 100,000 inhabitants.
This year this rate is expected to
be only 34.
“The biggest challenge was to

and garifuna culture. La Ceiba,
with its carnival, has cultural
activities as well as rafting and
other adventure experiences in
its Pico Bonito National Park.
Travelers go back in time when
visiting Copan Archeological
Park, declared World Heritage by
UNESCO, that offers some of the
most impressive mayan ruins in

Roberto Osegueda
General Manager
Apart Hotel Ros

infrastructure and improve the
country’s image of security.
Tourism is expected to be
the basis of the Honduran
economy. The goal is to make of
Honduras the leader in Central
America in tourism by 2021.
Also it is expected that tourism
will become the base of the
Honduran economy by then.
Currently, tourism represents
the third biggest source of
foreign currency in the country.
According to Emilio Silvestri,
Minister of Tourism, this sector
creates the largest number of
jobs and is fundamental for
the development of Honduras.

“The government has seen some crucial
elements for the development of tourism, such
as air connectivity, road infrastructure, and
security, among others.”

contributed US $900 million
to the GDP. For this reason,
one of the main objectives of
the current administration
is to increase investment in
tourism, create more and better

The government has seen
some crucial elements for
the development of tourism,
such as air connectivity, road
infrastructure, and security,
among others. The current

work on the perception that
existed in the world about
what was insecurity in the
country”, mentioned Silvestri.
It is important to mention that
67% of Honduras’ visitors come
from the United States. “In
that sense, the government has
worked very hard to create forces
composed by the army, the
national police, and intelligence
agencies, to improve the security
indices. As we were working
on that, we were also working
on strengthening domestic
tourism, so that Hondurans
would realize the potential of
the country.”, he added.
The government funds only 32%
of the budget of the Tourism
Institute. The rest is composed
by the 4% tax that tourism
companies charge in every
transaction.
Among the best destinations
in Honduras, according to the
Tourism Minister, is Tela, an
important port in the coast of
the Caribbean, with beaches

the region. Moreover, business
centers like Tegucigalpa and San
Pedro Sula receive thousands
of visitors every day through its
international airports.
For business travelers, Hotel Ros
offers a wide range of high value
services in Tegucigalpa. The
hotel has an excellent location,
right at the heart of the financial
district, with easy access to the
main roads of the city, shopping
malls and the offices of the
most important companies in
the country. Among the services
Hotel Ros offers to its clients,
they have WiFi, a business
center, air conditioning, a
restaurant,
transportation
from the airport, as well as a
fridge, television, microwave
and private bathrooms in every
room.
Tourists visit Hotel Ros from
all over the region, mostly from
Panama and other countries in
Central America, and Colombia.
Also many Americans choose
this hotel for their trips to
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Karla Moya

Ted Elvir Milla

General Manager
Hotel Villa Marina

General Manager
Isabella Hotel Boutique

Honduras, either for pleasure or
business.
Moreover, Hotel Ros has another
location, outside of the city,
in the Valle de los Angeles.
In this location, the hotel has
mesmerizing views of the
mountains and offers access
to lagoons, hiking trails, and
spacious rooms. This hotel
sits on La Tigra mountain, an
important source of oxygen for
the country’s capital, rich in
biodiversity and beautiful views
of the cloud forest.
Roberto
Osguera,
General
Manager
of
Hotel
Ros,

important shopping malls in the
city and 4 kilometers from the
national stadium.
Hotel Villa Marina has functional
and comfortable rooms with air
conditioning, cable television,
and bathtubs. It has also a
common terrace with views of
the city. There is WiFi available
and free parking. Another
important feature is its family
rooms, for large groups.
San Pedro Sula is one of the main
business centers of Honduras.
Hotel Isabella Boutique is
located in this city, offering
options for business travelers

“The potential of the tourism sector is so
important that the government has created
special benefits for investors. Now the legal
framework allows investors to open up
projects, such as hotels and resorts, recreation
centers, tour operators, restaurants, and car
rental agencies, with special tax benefits”.
emphasizes that tourism is a
main sector for the economy of
the country. The government and
the private sector have invested
in improving infrastructure,
with better roads in Tegucigalpa
and the modernization of the
Palmerola airport that will
improve connections with other
cities in Honduras and other
countries.
For these reasons Hotel
Ros continues growing with
more locations in Honduras.
“We are thinking of another
hotel in Comayagua, our next
investment”,
mentioned
Osguera. It is a hotel that is
three minutes from the new
airport and two minutes from
the center of Comayagua.” The
hotel is also planning to open
in San Pedro Sula in the short
term.
In Tegucigalpa, another great
option for staying is Hotel
Villa Marina. This hotel is
centrally located in downtown
Tegucigalpa, only 12 minutes
from the city’s cathedral, 6
minutes from one of the most

as well as a beautiful space for
events.
Isabella Boutique is a five-star
hotel that comprises of 12 rooms,
among them a presidential
suite. All of the rooms have
air conditioning, bathtubs,
television and a coffee machine.
What distinguishes this small
hotel is its beautiful modern
design and the hospitality of
its staff, making sure guests
have an excellent experience.
There is an outdoor pool, a
gym, restaurant and a space for
events.
Isabella is located only 4
kilometers from the city
center and is surrounded by
international
restaurants,
shopping malls, and business
centers.
Another excellent option for
business travelers in the area
of San Pedro Sula is Hotel
Monteolivos. It is built in the
typical Honduran colonial style
and has great views of the city. It
is centrally located near shopping
malls and the best restaurants
in the city. For these reasons,
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Hotel Monteolivos is one of the
favorite hotels of businessmen
visiting San Pedro Sula.
Hotel Monteolivos opened in
June 2009. At that moment,
the political and economical
context in Honduras was not
the best, however the hotel has
overcome difficulties and now
it is well positioned locally and
internationally. The main client
target is directed to business
executives from Honduras and
abroad. In Monteolivos there
are 60 equipped rooms and an
events center with four meeting
rooms and a business center.
The hotel’s average occupancy is
70-80%, excluding peak season.
Important business events take

hotel and the closest beach can
be accessed within 50 minutes
time.
Tulio
Chinchilla,
General
Manager of Hotel Monteolivos,
believes that the tourism sector
is fundamental for the growth of
the country and it will continue
to grow. “We have sustained
development because we are
exploiting our potential and
generating more sources of
business.”, he mentioned. He
added that the new dynamism
of the Honduran economy is
making the country known in
other latitudes and this will
contribute to the entrance of
foreign currency and a better
distribution of wealth among

place in the hotel’s business
center, such as the Agriculture
convention. It is important
to mention that Hotel
Monteolivos has won the
Guest Review Award for three
consecutive years, since 2015.
An
important
element
that distinguishes Hotel
Monteolivos is its location.
Even though the hotel is

Hondurans.
Chinchilla concludes that the 2020 plan has brought Honduras
only good results. “Many
sectors have opened and this
has attracted more solid and
credible investment, generating
more sources of employment.”
He mentioned that this has
also helped the tourism sector
with the opening of several

“The current administration is working to
improve these elements, achieving positive
results. The country has four international
airports and is modernizing another one in
Tegucigalpa”.
located in the main business
area of San Pedro Sula, guests
can easily access natural reserves
and beaches. Merendón Natural
Reserve is only 2 miles from the

tourism routes, that have eased
transportation of the country’s
visitors and the growth of
multiple tourist destinations.
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PROVIDING RESOURCES
FOR THE PRODUCTIVE
SECTOR OF HONDURAS
Honduras is currently the leader
in economic growth in Central
America, 4.8%. This growth has
been possible partly because
of the increase in investment.
Last year investment grew
6.9%, equivalent to US $600
million. This led to a decrease in
unemployment by 0.9%. Since
the beginning of President Juan
Orlando Hernández’s second
term in 2018, one of the main
focuses of the government
has been job generation - the
objective is to create 600,000
new jobs.
2019 looks like a good year for
Honduras in terms of investment.
What appeals investors is
that Honduras has a strategic
location and infrastructure in
development. There are currently

LIC. GERMAN ASTUL MEJIA

Lic. Mayra Falck

President
COACEHL

President
BANHPROVI

agreements with Argentina and
Japan. Additionally, Honduras
has ProHonduras. They are
the official agency in charge of
coordinating and promoting
national and foreign investment
within the country, as well as
supporting Honduran exporters
with the opening of new markets.
ProHonduras has convinced
many international companies to

country, the characteristics of the
regional market, and the trends
and demand of the international
market.
These
strategic
sectors are: tourism, the textile
industry, light manufacturing,
outsourcing services, housing,
and agribusiness.
Although 600,000 new jobs
might seem an ambitious target,
the government of Honduras
is focused on working on these
strategic sectors to increase
employment opportunities and,
most importantly, to improve
the quality of life of Hondurans.
“A decrease in unemployment
is not enough because we are
determined to create the best
conditions and a better future for
everyone.”, said Arnoldo Castillo,
President of ProHonduras. “We
have planned different programs
and initiatives, including the
Honduras 20/20 economic
development program and the
ZEDES program, which are the
Economic Development and
Employment Zones, to promote
foreign and local investment,” he
added.
Thanks
to
ProHonduras,
local producers now sell to
countries like Japan or Taiwan.
The institution has sought

“Goal is to grow retail banking to achieve
greater inclusion.”
roads, highways, airports, and
seaports in the process of
construction or improvement.
An important project that has
raised the attention of foreign
investors is Puerto Cortes, a
seaport in the Caribbean coast
that is expected to be the largest

set eyes on Honduras and invest.
They have individual contact
with over 1,500 international
companies that are linked to
the most important productive
sectors in Honduras.
This is also part of President
Hernández’s
development

Producto Interno Bruto
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in the region. It is important to
mention that infrastructure is
the fastest growing industry in
Honduras.
Honduras has made remarkable
efforts to promote its economy in
other markets. The country has
signed 11 trade agreements with
42 countries. Currently Honduras
is about to sign an agreement
with Ecuador - this experience
will help the creation of other
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program, Honduras 20/20.
This
initiative
emerged
from
the
private
sector
and
was
complemented
and strengthened by the
government. Its purpose is
to promote the social and
economic growth of the country
by focusing on six strategic
sectors of the economy, which
were chosen according to the
comparative advantages of the

ways to diversify its exports,
following trends and demands
in new markets. Honduras now
exports produce like melons
or sweet potatoes to markets
where ProHonduras promotes
their goods in trade fairs and
other events. This undoubtedly
translates to benefits for
Honduran
farmers
and
manufacturers.
An important factor that
allows producers to satisfy
the demands of the market
is the opening of the finance
sector. The formalization of the
economy is also fundamental
for the development of the
country. In 2017, the reform
of the credit card law created
high expectations for a greater
number of users. In addition,
deposits in banks increased by
13%. Deposits went from 49%
to 51% of the country’s GDP.
This year deposits continue to be
the main provider of resources
for the productive sector of
Honduras and for the population
in general.
BANHPROVI is the Honduran
Bank for Production and Housing,
created in 2005. This institution
is focused on providing financing
to strategic sectors that will help
Honduras advance economically.
The purpose of the institution is
to promote inclusive and integral
socioeconomic growth and
development for all Hondurans
by providing universal banking
financial services for production
and housing, with emphasis
on the social sector of the
economy, as well as investment
in profitable infrastructure
projects
that
promote
national competitiveness and
employment.
Mayra Falck, President of
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BANHPROVI, believes that there
has been a watershed moment in
the financial sector of Honduras
and it is necessary to look at
several variables to understand
the country’s current reality.
Financial intermediation grew
7.6% in 2017. The sector that
contributed the most to growth
was agriculture. This positive
growth can be attributed both to
government policies and to an
overall GDP growth trend in the
economy. It is also important
to look at the government’s
social inclusion policy, which
has allowed Hondurans to have
decent housing and children
to receive proper education.
Inflation has remained stable,
fluctuating between 2.6% and
2.3% in the last three years.
Falck concluded that these
results are due to a change
in a governmental strategy,
not just the government’s

An important actor in promoting
inclusion in Honduras’s banking
sector is Microfinanciera Prisma.
In
Honduras,
microfinance
has been a key element for
economic
development;
granting financing to the urban
and rural population with high
levels of poverty that are not
served by formal commercial
banking. The company entered
Honduras in 2004 with the
purpose of offering micro credits
to the most vulnerable parts of
the population. It became an
independent company in 2006,
opening in Tegucigalpa, and it
is currently expanding to the
regions that most need micro
financing.
“In Prisma de Honduras, we
serve the microfinance sector,
in an environment where
informality persists and we
reach small farmers, micro and
small entrepreneurs in rural
and suburban areas that formal
banking does not attend.”, said
Lourdes Orbelina Valeriano,
General Manager. “Our clientele
is characterized by having a low
level of education, limited living
conditions and 60% are women,
mostly heads of their families.”,
she added.
The institution has a total of
6,417 clients, with a balance of
134.5 million lempiras.Around
96% of clients are located in rural
areas. In 2017, the loan portfolio
exhibited an expansion of 39%
compared to the previous year.
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Lic. Santa Isabel Santeli
General Manager
Odef Financiera

directed to women in rural areas.
In 2008 ODEF became a
financial corporation, with
new financial products. ODEF
currently has 34 locations in
Honduras, distributed among

members of cooperatives. These
institutions hold assets that
sum up to 33 billion lempiras
and have a credit portfolio of
more than 16 billion lempiras. It
is known that some cooperatives
have a loan portfolio bigger of
that of some banks.
A very important actor in the
cooperative system is COACEHL.
COACEHL was created in 1971
by a group of educators with
the purpose of alleviating their
financial issues. Five years later it
became a cooperative of savings
and credit. Currently COACEHL
has over 32,000 members
who are served in 15 locations
throughout the country. This
cooperative works towards
offering economic and social

“Credits are intended to reach micro
entrepreneurs, community projects, and new
property owners.”
14 departments, with more than
500 employees. By the end of
August 2018, the institution
had a net worth of more than
US $14.1 million and its total
assets were US $74.7 million,
with an active credit portfolio of
US $60.7 million and US $29.2
million in savings, in more than
50,000 active savers.
ODEF Financiera offers a wide

solutions to its members, their
families and their communities.
In recent years, the Honduran
government
has
worked
towards creating regulations for
cooperatives in order to achieve
uniform growth and to improve
the quality of life of affiliated
members. “It is important to
have a supervisory body that
allows cooperatives to be an

range of products. It provides
saving plans that promote the
formalization of the economy
and inclusion into the banking
system. Also the institution has
several credit products targeted
to the most vulnerable sectors.
These credits are intended to
reach micro entrepreneurs,
community projects, and new
property owners.
For 2021, ODEF’s mission is
to place US $86 million in the
market and to have 60,000
customers and a savings
portfolio of US $51.3 million.
Another type of institutions
that offer financing and credits
are cooperatives. In Honduras
there are over 1,000 registered
cooperatives and more than
1 million Hondurans are

alternative for the economic
development of the country
and that makes it possible to
be more efficient in terms of
resource management, that
is part of the strength.”, said
German Astul Mejia, President
of COACEHL. “This has allowed
the movement, with various new
regulations, to acquire greater
growth, greater credibility and
greater confidence among the
Honduran people,” he added.
In the ranking of the top 10
cooperatives in the country, in
the savings and loans subsector,
COACEHL is located in the third
position. This has been a result
of the cooperative’s philosophy
of hard work, bearing in mind
that it serves as an alternative
to social, economic and financial
growth.

“Achieve a profitability that allows it to be
sustainable and attractive to any investor.”
administration. The current
leaders are working on a 5
pillar strategy that includes
innovation, access to credit,
honesty and transparency,
improved infrastructure and
logistics, and poverty reduction.
Regarding poverty reduction, the
bank has negotiated with the
government and in recent years
Banhprovi has financed around
3 billion lempiras per year in
housing. “The government,
with its own funds, is going to
finance middle-class housing,
and Banhprovi is left to support
production and social housing.”,
said Falck. “This allows us to
broaden the scope of action,
generate tailored second-floor
products and generate tailormade first-floor products.”,
she added. BANHPROVI has a
portfolio of 25 billion lempiras. It
continues growing and seeks to
finance markets, so merchants
own their own spaces and stop
renting from the municipalities.
Its goal is to grow retail banking
to achieve greater inclusion.

This is a strategy of offering rural
financial products with a focus
on social and environmental
responsibility. Of the bank’s
clients, 60% of its rural clients
had never had access to credit
before, a great achievement for
formalization. Apart from social
and financial inclusion, Prisma
seeks to achieve a profitability
that allows it to be sustainable
and attractive to any investor.
Another finance company that
works towards the development
of Hondurans is ODEF. ODEF
was created with the support
of OEF International and USAID
funds, institutions that worked
with women’s groups in Central
America to develop community
projects. The main job of OEF
International was to educate
women in rural areas creating
self-sustainable projects. After
two years of carrying out this
work and finalizing this project,
ODEF NGO was founded in 1985.
Some of its projects were family
gardens, sustainable agriculture,
environment and gender, all

